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COACHING NOTE #7: What the Ochs!? WWFD? 

Using Fiore against the German 
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Something I’ve noticed among SSG combatants competing in HEMA tournaments is a 
pronounced tendency to adopt the German guard Ochs—“ox”—their hands raised high, near 
their right shoulder, blade downward sloping, point aimed at the opponent.  
 
When I’ve asked about this, I’ve received responses that include “it’s just finestra done a little 
differently,” or “I’m not fast enough using Fiore,” or “If I don’t I get hit on the head.”  
 
Unfortunately, this means our combatants are not really using much Fiore, adopting the German 
school for the HEMA environment – which makes a certain amount of sense; just as modern 
MMA rules favor Brazilian Ju-Jitsu over other arts, so too does HEMA tend to favor the 
German, judging blows according to the German system. Fiore, by contrast, is a combative art, 
intended for use a oltranza (“without limits,”), for war, not for tournament. The answer is to ask, 
WWFD? 
 
Why Ochs? 
Ochs and the German techniques make perfect sense in their context, historically and now.  
 
I would argue that historically, the German material was developed in an urban civic 
environment, not primarily for military use, and it tends to have a civilian (unarmoured) 
framework.  Therefore, many of the very small movements of the blade, designed to rapidly 
change sides, are powered appropriately for their context—the fighting school—but are usually 
underpowered for use on the battlefield, or with an armoured opponent. This is because most of 
the surviving German texts are from a time when fighting had become popular in cities—
German and Northern Italian cities in particular (recall the Federfechter or the Marxbrüder).  
 
In a modern context, based on watching HEMA tournament video, judging standards favor 
time over power; one might say time is the privileged; judges routinely award points for quick 
little blows that work against an unarmoured (blossfechten) opponent, but would do little to 
nothing against an armoured one. 
 
A similar thing happened in Kendo, derived from Kenjitsu. As the sport developed, speed was 
far more important than power, and the hands drifted forward and up; covering the head and 
increasingly forward to deliver lighting attacks that weren’t fully powered. Ideal in the sport; 
anathema in war.  
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The equipment favored in HEMA tournaments both reflects and encourages the trend.1 It reflects 
it through current hand, body, joint and head protection that expressly eschews armour, and is 
usually made wholly in modern martials like nylon and plastic, reflecting design influences from 
classical fencing, kendo, hockey and motocross. It encourages the trend because blows that 
injure through this kind of protection are considered excessive by the community.  
 
In the SSG, our operating assumption is that our blows should be developed sufficiently to work 
against armour, but control must be added when facing a more lightly armoured opponent. But a 
blow that “flicks” or such is merely discomfiting; to be “good,” a blow needs to be powered, 
then controlled as appropriate.  
 
The German guard Ochs does give excellent protection for the head. Using a myriad of German 
technique, the blade is quickly rotated from side to side and up and down, maintaining the risk of 
a lightning quick stech to the face, a deterrent at least. So long as there are different power 
assumptions reflected in the rule-sets and judging, it is very likely that Ochs will remain the main 
guard seen on the HEMA field for some time to come—and appropriately so.  
 
Why not Tutta Porta di Ferro, or Posta di Donna?   
Why don’t many of our combatants use Fiore’s guards? Admittedly, many use posta breve, but 
I’ve written about that in Coaching Notes #5.  
 
Fiore’s preferred starting points are the pulsativa guards, especially tutta porta di ferro and posta 
di donna. As we know, these are fully wound, high in potential energy guards, appropriate for 
the delivery of full power. In a HEMA context, you’ve developed all that energy but can’t use it 
all, and the cost for the energy potential is time—it takes longer to deliver a blow. Neither 
directly defend the head—Ochs provides the sloping defense right in the place where the 
German-anchored opponent will flick or thrust, so there is a good chance of stopping those 
blows. Mind you, Fiore likely knew Ochs and didn’t include it. So, there must be something else 
that is missing.  
 
Ochs isn’t Fenestra 
I’ve also heard that Ochs is just the German version of Finestra. This isn’t at all true; Finestra as 
we see it is a transitional guardia used to align the point on the high line before subito 
(“immediately”) thrusting. Notably, it is instabile. The hands are even crossed in the finestra 
destra, and the blade slopes upwards, not down, like Ochs.  
 
Some teachers—Guy Windsor comes to mind—taught or continue to each finestra as a starting 
position, envisioning a descending strike or thrust, very much in the German tradition.  
                                                            
1 This represents a curious parallel to the Society for Creative Anachronism (SCA), where in 1966 combatants began 
wearing fencing masks. Blow calibration was very light (ref. Brian R. Price oral history with Paul Porter, aka Duke 
Paul of Bellatrix, 2002). As the armour and blow kinesthetics improved, so too did the blow strength needed to call a 
“good” blow. While this varies regionally in an SCA context, a great many who have fought for decades (like 
myself) have seen the blow strength increase as an average over time. The same thing might not happen in HEMA, 
because the historical analogue sought is not the feat of arms, but seems to be a mix of sensibilities from the 17th – 
21st century, a modern sport built upon the civic duels and competitions of the 17th century. There is NOTHING 
wrong with this, it just represents a different (but parallel) martial tradition from the chivalric / military one we tend 
towards in the SSG.  
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WWFD? 
The crux of the question is what to do. I ask the senior students—What Would Fiore Do 
(WWFD)?    
 
My own thought is that Fiore would adhere to his form, starting (but not resting) in one of the 
pulsativa guardie, likely tutta porta di ferro. He would then drive forward into the opponent, 
gaining his beloved incrosa, then using a volta or the point to continue the drive inward. His 
advantage would be power; much like attacking a rapier, he could likely drive his opponent’s 
sword out of position.  
 
Knowing that the German system teaches, “weak against strong, strong against weak,” he would 
anticipate a blow to the other side, but would likely hold his incrosa, binding with a prese or 
slipping the point through. If the opponent’s Ochs was strong—which it often would be—he 
might volta into finestra, continuing the forward motion as he drove the point, now rotated 
around the defense—home. My money would be on a prese against the blade, or a stretto 
maneuver.  
 
In a tournament context, Fiore’s l’arte d’armizare still offers principles that can be used. When I 
have fought German-anchored combatants, I have usually driven downward in a strongly 
powered fendente, often from tutta porta di ferro. This achieves my incrosa, which enables a 
volta or punta. Often, I find once his blade is frozen high, I can volta quickly underneath for a 
blow to the body.  
 
Another approach is to use a stabile poste; denti de zenghairo or porta di ferro mezana are 
favorites that often give German-style combatants fits. Now, this is a race and distance must be 
closely managed—but the ellefante plays work very well in this context if you develop them 
through drill and entry drills—they work. I’ve had great fun with ellefante play #3, the 
redoppiando, because it sets the German’s blade aside softly, creating hesitation—meanwhile, 
I’ve already struck with lots of choices on where to go. Just like the Fiorean play.  
 
The hesitation comes because if the combatant is not on their game, the tendency is to wait just a 
little too long. The German system emphasizes speed, so ceding the initiative to the opponent 
usually results in the loss of a point. A simple drove from tutta porta di ferro with a fendente to 
posta breve, capturing the incrosa, then following on from the system works, if you trust it to, if 
you’ve built sufficient confidence through focused drilling. Sometimes, the cause of this is too 
little focus drill designed to build in needed skills drawn from Fiore.   
 
Rather than sniping the hands, or playing the German game with Germans, Fiore would change 
the game, going all Kobiashi-Maru on them, changing the rules to fight his way, not theirs. If 
you’re intending to fight their way, the German system is already optimized for it.  
 
SSG combatants should be to ask one’s self, “What Would Fiore Do?” Then do that.  


